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the girl with the dragon tattoo is a swedish-language "high-concept-latter-day-tragedy" feature from the
director of the girl with the dragon tattoo and made on a rather small budget. it is based on a series of
already best-selling books by then-unknown swedish writer and playwright stieg larsson, who died in
2004 at the young age of 50, allegedly from a gunshot to his head. the film begins with a man named

martin vanger seeking to interview a young woman named lisbeth salander on behalf of her father, the
reclusive billionaire and godfather of the anti-globalization movement, vanger industries. martin takes
lisbeth salander to an island retreat where he falls in love with her. but when lisbeth is sentenced to

multiple life terms in a maximum-security prison after a trial which portrayed her as insane, martin must
now contend with an international conspiracy in which lisbeth was framed, and he must rescue her from

a psychologically and physically brutal prison system. it is stated that marco bellocchio madei am
lovewith the intention of making a film that, «shows what a man in love feels and means» (guadagnino).

while the end result is probably a bit more complex, the realism of bellocchio weaves a wonderful
connection with the characters, especially the adolescent boys. for antonio, his love for emma leads him
to a bittersweet understanding of what love means in life. after all, what could make a man into such an

odd hybrid of a mother and a father? what, i wonder, made him a lonely widower in life? in i am love,
bellocchio creates a film that has only a few scenes where the work is plain to see. the grey of the skies,
the pale colours of the environment, and light particles in the wind create a very realistic atmosphere.

this doesn't of course preclude the epic aspects of the film; but for i am love to truly have the work of art
quality that we all expect, more of bellocchios work needs to be used to create the different worlds of his
film. as it is, we see a great deal of the details of life in the recchi household, and the alchemy of the film

is very visible. the unseen, it seems, creates the most powerful of characters.
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we saw i am love several months ago and loved the whole experience. from the film editing to the
wild vistas of the central location, it's one of the most beautiful experiences we have had at bfi

southbank, working with so many great people. because of its unique sound, this is a movie that
works in every sense. set in the early 90s, this danish film is an intimate look into the world of a

family who has survived the nazi occupation of denmark. this is a film that stands out in that respect
with the cinematography that captured that era brilliantly. it's a very good movie in the audiovisual
category. i liked the scene selection, where the director followed every detail of what life was like

back then. of course he also managed to capture a certain smell and feel to certain places and cities
that remained in our minds long after watching the film. it was a difficult movie to watch. i felt like
the whole thing was one big written-out monologue and the main character couldn't decide what to
do. the film told me a lot about being in one's 30s and being an unemployed dj in the suburbs. but

i'm just a 30 year old unemployed dj. the movie was scary to watch and i really didn't like it. this isn't
a movie that you will forget after the first viewing. the story is set in a house in stockholm, where a
young couple start noticing that someone is secretly watching them through the webcams in their
home. through the investigation that ensues, we learn of a night of unbelievable violence where an
escaped convict is masquerading as a policeman to get into the house. in many ways, the movie

feels like a romance in search of the answers of a mystery. but don't be misled. the mystery will not
be answered in this movie, and the romance is definitely not the main focus. 5ec8ef588b
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